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OVERVIEW
A
computerized
maintenance
management system, or CMMS, is a
web-based software system with a
database. Users can access and enter
data while they are in the office or
remotely, while on site or in another
office. The CMMS system creates a far
more effective and productive record
of assets and maintenance tasks for a
company as well as keeping accurate
records of work already carried out.
With CMMS in place, maintenance
managers can keep track of work
orders to make sure all maintenance
work is completed, which ensures work
management is productive and timely.
CMMS is also very useful for
maintenance scheduling as routine or
recurring tasks can be input into the
system with reminders sent to the right
people at the right time. CMMS can
also help with inventory management,
audits and accident or insurance
claims. Retailers, manufacturers, public
services and other industries can
effectively look after their assets,
distribute tasks and keep track of any
maintenance costs involved, including
labor and parts, by installing a CMMS
software package.
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Customer Success Report
Ranking Methodology

The FeaturedCustomers Customer Success ranking
is based on data from our customer reference
platform, market presence, web presence, & social
presence as well as additional data aggregated from
online sources and media properties. Our ranking
engine applies an algorithm to all data collected to
calculate the final Customer Success Report
rankings. The overall Customer Success ranking is a
weighted average based on 3 parts:
Content Score is affected by:
1. Total # of vendor generated customer
references (case studies, success stories,
testimonials, and customer videos)
2. Customer reference rating score

Customer Success Report
Award Levels

Market Leader
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with
substantial customer base & market share.
Leaders have the highest ratio of customer
success content, content quality score, and social
media presence relative to company size.

3. Year-over-year change in amount of customer
references on FeaturedCustomers platform
4. Total # of profile views on FeaturedCustomers
platform
5. Total # of customer reference views on
FeaturedCustomers platform
Market Presence Score is affected by:
1. Social media followers including LinkedIn,
Twitter, & Facebook
2. Vendor momentum based on web traffic and
search trends

Top Performer
Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com with significant
market presence and resources and enough
customer reference content to validate their vision.
Top Performer's products are highly rated by its
customers but have not achieved the customer
base and scale of a Market Leader.

3. Organic SEO key term rankings
4. Company presence including # of press
mentions
Rising Star
Company Score is affected by:
1. Total # of employees (based on social media
and public resources)
2. Year-over-year change in # of employees over
past 12 months
3. Glassdoor ranking
4. Venture capital raised

Vendor on FeaturedCustomers.com that does not
have the market presence of Market Leaders or
Top Performers, but understands where the market
is going and has disruptive technology. Rising
Stars have been around long enough to establish
momentum and a minimum amount of customer
reference content along with a growing social
presence.
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2020 Customer Success Awards
Check out this list of the highest rated Maintenance Management (CMMS) software
based on the FeaturedCustomers Customer Success Report.
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OVERALL BEST
OF MAINTENANCE MANAGEMENT (CMMS)
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TRUSTED BY

ABOUT EMAINT
eMaint, a Fluke company, has been providing innovative CMMS
(Computerized Maintenance Management Software) solutions since 1986.
eMaint was one of the first CMMS providers to develop a completely
web-based "Software as a Service" (SaaS) model for more rapid
implementation at a lower total cost of ownership. eMaint's growing client
base consists of over 50,000 users worldwide across multiple sites ranging
from small & medium sized organizations to Fortune 500 corporations,
including manufacturers, service providers, fleet operators, energy and utility
companies, health care facilities, universities, municipalities, and facility and
property managers, among others.

198
Customer references from
happy eMaint users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“Everything is very visible. That’s one of the great things about eMaint X3. Utilizing the reporting
function has helped us better manage maintenance at our four locations, and has made the
auditing and certification process much less painful.”
Bill Geal
Facilities Manager, Troy Design & Manufacturing

“eMaint has proven to be a cost effective, enterprise solution for us. At the plant level, practitioners use eMaint for spare
parts, inventory control, equipment and maintenance management. At a business unit level, eMaint provides senior
management with global visibility of plant operations and business KPI's (Key Performance Indicators) for analysis and…
Tom Flemer
Senior Project Manager, Crown, Cork & Seal

"Our Planner/Scheduler relies on eMaint as a scheduling tool to prioritize, assign, and
adjust work assignments on a daily basis for the entire maintenance team."
Kandice Felton
Plant Maintenance Admin, Champion Technologies

"eMaint helped us eliminate manual entry, reduce overtime by 1/2 hour per day per mechanic,
reduce downtime by 1% and improve inventory accuracy across seven locations, saving over
$3MM the first year."
Bill Chant
Group Maintenance Manager, Orange County Container Group
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2020 MARKET LEADERS
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ABOUT ASHCOM TECHNOLOGIES
Ashcom Technologies, Inc. has been an industry leader
in the development and installation of state-of-the-art
systems and technology designed to help organizations
save money, increase quality, and improve the bottom
line. MaintiMizer™, Ashcom’s flagship computerized
maintenance management system (CMMS), is the choice
of more than 3,000 customers in a variety of industries
worldwide.

33
Customer references from happy
Ashcom Technologies users

VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“Craig helped me put an ordering procedure together and build status codes into the MaintiMizer™ system. Now when a
mechanic needs to order something, he changes the part status code to ‘need to order.’ When the order person places
the order, he changes the code to ‘ordered.’ With the new procedure, everyone knows when their parts have been…
Joe Spess
Maintenance Manager, Ellwood National Crankshaft

“We’d have a bearing failure because nobody knew they were supposed to check and fill the oil
reservoir. Now that we can issue PMs, the number of emergency breakdowns should really drop.
That will save us money and make us more productive.”
Rip Medlinger
Maintenance Supervisor, Titan

“Ashcom has been very accommodating. They’ve done a lot of work for us to make sure our
system works well now and will continue to meet our needs in the future. We have a lot of
confidence in MaintiMizer.”
Phil Glover
Senior Manufacturing Engineer for Maintenance and Facilities, Leyland Trucks

“The bottom line is that MaintiMizer™ helps me maintain the campus more smoothly than in
previous years, freeing our staff to do what they do best and providing a high-quality
environment for learning.”
Mike Jackino
Facilities Coordinator, SUNY Fredonia
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ABOUT DPSI
Since 1986, DPSI has provided industry-leading computerized maintenance
management systems (CMMS) and enterprise asset management (EAM)
software for over 6,000 companies and 50,000 users in over 50 countries.
DPSI offers on-premise, cloud-hosted and mobile solutions to help companies
centralize data, automate maintenance management tasks and enhance
productivity. With easy-to-use software such as iMaint and PMC, users can
streamline work orders, preventive maintenance, scheduling, reporting and
more. DPSI partners with companies, regardless of size, industry or unique
set of maintenance challenges, to maximize ROI and ensure long-term
success.

55
Customer references
from happy DPSI users

VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"I have been using iMaint for several years I have seen it evolve into an extraordinary CMMS. The
system is easy to learn and navigate. I really could not do my job without iMaint and I
wholeheartedly recommend it for any company that has a need of a CMMS."
Marina Garza
Maintenance Purchasing/Program Coordinator, John Soules Foods

“I can say only good things about DPSI. Their staff is always professional and the Support team has been extremely
helpful on the rare occasions when they've been needed. We're running our entire North American maintenance network
on iMaint. You won't find a better, more capable CMMS/EAM for any price. DPSI truly delivers what they say;…
Leland Parker
CMMS Manager, The Nature's Bounty Co.

“We use iMaint to track marine maintenance for about 600 different vessels or equipment at
various sites. In addition to our vessels, we track 100% of labor in iMaint and report on it daily.”
Troy MacNeill
Database Administrator, Cooke Aquaculture

We have been using the DPSI PMC program since 1998. We use all of the modules available from the program and it has
decreased our equipment downtime and increased our plants reliability. The canned reports available in PMC provide the
information we need to keep our facility running at its best. I would recommend the PMC program to any company who…
Jim Lay
Planner, American Bituminous Power Partners, Ltd.
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ABOUT DUDE SOLUTIONS
Dude Solutions is a leading software-as-a-service (SaaS) provider of
operations management solutions to education, government,
healthcare, senior living, manufacturing and membership-based
organizations. For nearly two decades, Dude Solutions has inspired
clients to create better work and better lives. We combine
innovative, user-friendly technology with the world’s smartest
operations engine, empowering operations leaders to transform the
most important places in our lives. Today, more than 12,000
organizations use our award-winning software to manage
maintenance, assets, energy, IT, events and more.

343
Customer references from
happy Dude Solutions users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

“When the FCA and preventive maintenance data came in, it also showed us how many
man-hours or certain crafts would be required. If we are going to develop this new team, these
are some of the skills that they should have. That was an ‘aha’ moment.”
Sheryl Rozier
Project Manager, Galveston Island Park Board

"I run cost analysis reports to charge the various groups at the end of each month for the
supplies to fulfill work orders. Navigation of the products and reporting are simple now. It’s so
easy, every school should use SchoolDude."
Scott Travis
Director of Facilities Operations, Adams State University

“In the state of Kentucky, we are legislatively mandated to provide an annual energy report. Every school district has to
provide this to the legislation, and the software has made that annual reporting so much easier, to where a report that
used to take me hours to do is now a matter of 15 to 20 minutes. It’s a tool I couldn’t imagine being without.”
Chris Baker
Energy Systems Coordinator, Kenton County School District

“The program has made my job much, much easier. Any information that’s provided to me for
planned maintenance or new purchases is sent through the program. There’s a lot to do here; the
program helps with keeping the building maintenance department organized.”
Terry Gottshalk
Director of Horticulture and Facilities, Clubs at St. James Plantation
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ABOUT FMX
FMX is a leading-edge provider of workflow management solutions
that empower facilities managers and building tenants to manage
resources and equipment easily and cost effectively. Through the
use of the latest cloud-based technology coupled with the
management team's extensive knowledge of energy systems and
facilities, the company offers the FMX™ suite of services built around
a simple calendar interface. The FMX product line empowers users to
do their jobs more easily and with greater control over time. The
reporting capability of the product line gives everyone associated
with managing facilities greater insight into their operations.

87
Customer references
from happy FMX users

VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"We have seen a dramatic improvement in the efficiency of tracking and completing
maintenance requests along with the ability to document the time of completion and keep
historical cost data for each maintenance request."
Dennis Keller
Facility Manager, Fairfield County

"We needed a solution that was a good balance between a maintenance database and facilities calendaring software.
FMX proved to hit the sweet spot for us, providing exactly what we needed. It gives us a way for our pastors to easily
make maintenance requests, and, at the same time, gives the facilities management team the ability to log in and see…
Chris Barron
Facilities Manager, Faith Baptist Church

"I receive an email for every FMX work order that goes into the system, so I can expedite urgent
requests. Before, I never knew where requests stood, so FMX now keeps me more informed. That
gives me a sense of security."
Brad Cosenza
County Administrator, Ross County Board of Commissioners

"FMX has become an extremely valuable tool for tracking the maintenance in our 21 facilities. It's very user friendly and
the reporting tools are fantastic. The customer service is very responsive and knowledgeable. The ease of use makes all
of our employees feel comfortable utilizing the software which benefits the agency."
Eric Pluguez
Operations Manager, Family Service League
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ABOUT FIIX
Fiix creates modern maintenance software that’s
easy to use, flexible, and affordable. Its
cloud-based CMMS is disrupting the market by
revolutionizing how thousands of companies
worldwide schedule, organize, and track
maintenance.

57
Customer references
from happy Fiix users

VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"The cost cannot be beat. It has the features I need and none of the clutter I don't. Accessibility through the mobile app
is a huge plus. Ability for anyone to submit a request is another big pro. Ability to include photos while on property is a
win, too. This gives us a single database in which to record maintenance and inspection points, creating an…
Tracy Adkisson
Adkisson Management LLC

"Getting Fiix set up was easier than anyone expected. I handled the transition on my own, and
adding assets and users was really straightforward, so we were up and running almost
immediately."
Bernie Gagelonia
Maintenance Planner, Denso Corporation

"Coldwell Solar is growing fast and we wanted a cloud-based CMMS to manage our solar assets.
I compared multiple solutions but always came back to Fiix. The per user pricing model is easy
to understand and it's absolutely the best bang for your buck."
Blaine Neal
O&M Manager, Coldwell Solar

"It’s so simple to manage users and navigate through assets to find relevant information like work orders,
scheduled work, and parts use history, which has been a big plus for my department. I would recommend
Fiix CMMS to any other maintenance department in a heartbeat."
Ewen Leslie
Engineer, Scottish Sea Farms
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ABOUT HIPPO CMMS
Hippo CMMS is a powerful, affordable, and user-friendly
web-based maintenance management software system.
Hippo's all-in-one CMMS platform applies to a broad range of
industries from manufacturing to healthcare, hospitality to
government facilities management and more. Hippo's CMMS
software contains integrated features that work together to
provide a singular robust solution. Its user-friendly work order
management feature allows users to submit work orders
through a simple request portal quickly.

92
Customer references from
happy Hippo CMMS users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"Hippo CMMS covers all the bases for a CMMS tool and does it at such a low cost compared to
enterprise solutions. Very customizable and easy to use with a great training library."
Nick Prafke
Imerys

"The way Hippo CMMS allows us to streamline our maintenance requests and work orders has been huge in saving us
time and manpower to complete our tasks. Our maintenance technicians receive prompt e-mail notifications when a
work order has been submitted and that allows us to get a jump on things much quicker than we normally would."
Tylar Stauffer
Cox Automotive

“Since implementing Hippo CMMS it has enabled us to make sure that specific equipment is
maintained on a regular basis and that we have the correct documentation in place to back this
up. It has helped us streamline our maintenance management.”
Jim Bennet
Li-Cor Biosciences

“HIPPO Systems has been an extremely valuable tool for us here at Assiniboine Park Conservancy. It serves
as a main source of communication with respect to the identification of maintenance and operations
successes and shortfalls. Operational performance management can be efficiently tracked and monitored.”
Joe Lesko
Maintenance Manager, Assiniboine Park Conservancy
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ABOUT MAINTENANCE CONNECTION
Maintenance Connection, an Accruent company, provides
Facility Maintenance and Asset Management Software
(Browser-Based CMMS) to organizations worldwide. Our
unique blend of technology and personalized service is a
critical component of our client satisfaction. Our attention to
service is evident in the people we hire, the systems we
develop and the way we interact with our clients. Giving back
is central to our mission, and we look for people whose
personal core values resonate with ours.

97
Customer references from happy
Maintenance Connection users

VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"What really drew us to the software was how easy the software was to use and how
easy it was to fit it to our operation. The price was also great as well."
Alan
Grantley Adams International Airport

"We depend on Maintenance Connection across our 104 airport locations. We use the software
to maintain a variety of assets from hangars to data centers, to fuel tanks, baggage systems, jet
bridges, passenger boarding bridges and more."
Allan Amador
Facilities Manager, Alaska Airlines

"We are very satisfied and have had an incredible turnaround in the processing of preventative
maintenance and daily work request. We have experienced improvements in department
efficiency, response time, reporting, and communication."
Crystal Sanchez
Engineering Administrative Assistant, San Diego Convention Center

"Having all maintenance operations digital is phenomenal. Everybody on the floor can put work
orders in without having to call in. It’s lightened the load a lot on our work orders. One employee
was getting well over 100 phone calls a day. Now, he’s getting a fifth of those a day."
Josh Hazelton
Regulatory and Compliance Manager, Maine Medical Center
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ABOUT UPKEEP
UpKeep Maintenance Management Software is a task
management tool startup for facility maintenance
teams. UpKeep is targeting the 9.9 million maintenance
workers in the US alone to make their work more
productive and changing the way facility maintenance
requests are made and received. Their primary focus is
on making technology easier to use for field technicians
so they can access their work on the go.

59
Customer references from
happy UpKeep users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"I make sure that joke doesn’t apply to our restaurants. When equipment goes down, it’s only down for a short time. The
shift manager submits a work request with UpKeep, our maintenance team gets a notification, and we’re there to fix the
issue in under an hour. After this, I can report on issues to reduce future downtime."
David Hadley
Owner/Operator, McDonald's

"UpKeep improved the task communication in my building. Telling my team what to do and
when to do made all the staff be more efficient. Thanks UpKeep for making such a professional
and friendly user app!"
Caio Almeida
Maintenance Manager, Atrium Office Park LLC

"UpKeep lets me list the cost of parts on our work orders. That gives me more transparency into what we’re spending
month to the month. And, since everyone on our team has an iPad and can create their own work orders, we can
eliminate administration hours. UpKeep is THE assistant we’d otherwise have to pay an additional salary for."
Larry Sherrer
Maintenance Manager, Mcclain Forest Products

"With UpKeep, by the time we had submitted a request, generated a work order, and closed it
out, we were still trying to figure out how to set up the request with the other system."
Kyle Dunbar
Fleet Maintenance Manager, Certarus
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2020 TOP PERFORMERS
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ABOUT BENCHMATE
Benchmate has developed a long-standing reputation for delivering
value-based maintenance management tools to meet the demands
of clients in a wide-range of industries. These tools provide an
intuitive interface for a quick start to facilitate immediate use and
ROI. Benchmate began developing what has resulted in a
long-standing reputation for delivering value-based maintenance
management tools to meet the demands of clients in a wide-range of
industries. Today, that focus remains unchanged as companies
continue to trust and rely on Benchmate to address and resolve their
maintenance management challenges.
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Customer references from
happy Benchmate users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"We knew there was a better way to manage the data related to equipment PM’s, repairs and scheduled maintenance.
Keeping the production equipment running as much as possible with minimal downtime was key for us. While searching
for a maintenance system, our team focused on that objective and sought a package that was easy to use, simple to…
Bill Baxter
Maintenance Superintendent, American Gypsum

“Our PM functions with very little time spent on scheduling which improves our efficiencies. The system is
easy to navigate and extremely user-friendly. We continue to be pleased with the reliability of the system
and the great response we receive from Benchmate’s customer care group.”
John Trimble
Site Manager, Pinal Creek Group

“Having Benchmate helps us focus on jobs that must be done. Because they’re scheduled in the
system, we cannot ignore them – and that provides accountability that we need to be better
organized and more efficient.”
James Pena
Director of Pipeline and Quality Products, DTE Energy

“The system is easy to work with and has an outstanding search capability. The equipment database houses all assets for
easy tracking and multiple sort options. All PM information is straight-forward and simple to follow without any
complexities. With Benchmate’s reporting capability, you can easily see what maintenance has been performed on…
Gene Wyss
Plant Manager, FreightCar America
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ABOUT CHAMPS SOFTWARE, INC.
CHAMPS Software, Inc. is focused on creating and implementing
software solutions that enable large enterprises to optimize the life
cycles of their capital assets. These assets include the work force,
equipment, facilities, vehicles, tools and spare parts. Efficient
acquisition, maintenance, repairs, replacement or salvaging of these
critical assets result in operational excellence, leading to decreased
cost and increased profits. CHAMPS solutions are implemented by
integrating software components developed with web architecture.
Each component incorporates domain expertise and business
knowledge amassed over 30 years of working with many of the
world’s largest organizations.

30
Customer references from happy
CHAMPS Software, Inc. users

VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"As a 15 year CHAMPS user and last 4 as administrator, I find CHAMPS to be the best way to track our
maintenance issues and corrective actions. Coming from a mechanical background, I like the fact that the
database gives me the ability to track failures, enabling me to trend machinery to prevent future failures."
Kevin Vinning
Production Foreman, W&T Offshore, Inc.

"We can’t just run out and grab a part from a local supplier if we’re working on a job that is 100 miles away from the
nearest dealer. The CHAMPS system gives us up‐to‐date inventory balances and a valuation of our materials. This allows
us to instantly know where we stand with our spare parts and when we are nearing a re‐order point."
Steve Ullmann
Director of Facility Services, Yosemite National Park

"I particularly like CHAMPS because I know it can do many different aspects of a business; work orders, purchasing,
payroll, accounts payable, inventory, scheduling, lock-out tag-out, etc. If there is one part of the system that is not
adequate to your company's function, the great employees at CHAMPS will tweak it and make it do whatever you are…
Marsha
Williams College

"CHAMPS is very user-friendly and as an administrator, I do not get many help-desk type calls
for assistance. CHAMPS has always been very quick to respond to any questions or modifications
that we have requested."
Mike
Appvion
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ABOUT EAGLE TECHNOLOGY
Since 1986, Eagle Technology has been a leader in the
development and sale of Computerized Maintenance
Management Systems (CMMS) and of Enterprise Asset
Management (EAM) solutions. To date, they have had
over 3,000 users in 34 countries, and have developed
partnerships with companies like Johnson Controls,
Honeywell, Trane, and Tridium. These partnerships have
enabled Eagle Technology to promote, manage, and
service customers worldwide.

24
Customer references from happy
Eagle Technology users
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“Proteus MMX improves efficiencies and we have seen an increase in client satisfaction”.
Tom Corso
Vice President of Operations, MC Realty Group

"Proteus MMX's mobile application is multifaceted, providing technicians the ease of completing preventative and
demand work orders directly in the field as work is occurring. With the rich voice-to-text option, the details and accuracy
of the work completed have drastically improved, providing the company with a vast wealth of information."
Tom Jenks
Parts Manager, Link Snacks, Inc.

"I recently built a building and set up a new Facilities Department. We evaluated multiple CMMS systems.
Eagle Proteus by far had more functionality and was substantially more competitive than the major CMMS
systems. We are now in year 4 and the system has exceeded all expectations."
Joe Bleau
Facility Manager, NS International

“Looking at 5 years of data will really benefit us. We use Proteus MMX to better define
procedures on repairs and will continue to do so as time goes on.”
Charlie Russo
Facilities Engineer, Bellevue Club
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ABOUT GRIDIUM
Gridium crafts beautiful, easy-to-use tools for the
way buildings work now: mobile, always-on, and
data-driven. Whether you are managing energy
use, coordinating vendors, or communicating with
tenants, your software should make your job
simpler, not more complex.

44
Customer references from
happy Gridium users
VIEW ALL REFERENCES

"Snapmeter helps my team hit our annual energy savings target. Peak demand charges
and anomalous use patterns are now easier to control."
George Lesko
Regional Engineer, Douglas Emmett

"Our team searched high and low for a solution to our homegrown request for service system. We liked Gridium’s simple
approach to the market and the way I can simply reply to a tenant email from my phone and everything is tracked for
me. It allows me to carry forward Kenmark’s track record of delivering an improved tenant experience."
Steve Reichardt
Chief Engineer, Kenmark Group

"The Gridium software was easy to launch and it was exciting to see it help me and my team
diagnose and lower our peak demand charges, as well as help my BMS contractor improve
scripts addressing early morning start-ups and other hard start patterns.”
Joel Geiser
Chief Engineer, Orange County Office Space

"Maintaining equipment and our two facilities in top condition allows our nurses and doctors to
provide the care our patients need. Tikkit has fixed our maintenance communication issues, and
now I estimate our maintenance request resolution time has improved by 25%.”
Rod Edwards
MEDARVA Healthcare
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ABOUT MPULSE SOFTWARE
MPulse Software is a provider of maintenance management
software developed by experts in maintenance, repair, and
operations (MRO) and facility management. MPulse's
world-class solutions provide reliable scheduling, tracking,
and reporting tools for equipment and facilities maintenance
organizations. In business for nearly two decades, MPulse
serves more than 2,500 customers around the world and
maintains sales offices in Colorado, Delaware, Oregon, and
Pennsylvania as well as India, Indonesia, and Malaysia.

31
Customer references from
happy MPulse Software users
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“MPulse improves our accountability because work orders are much easier to track. Also, since
we work 24/7, I don’t see everyone I work with. MPulse creates a pass-down of information, so
people know what has happened and what needs to happen when they come on shift.”
Jeff Killcoyne
Facilities Technician, FORTRUST Data Center

“It’s all automatic. MPulse DataLink checks for new information every few minutes. We
don’t have to do anything else.”
Gary Potter
Application Developer, Saint-Gobain

“When you use pencil and paper, it takes hours. It takes a lot of time to get a result,
where it only takes minutes in software like MPulse.”
Becky Newman
St. George Steel

"You can tailor the program to fit the needs of your particular facility. The performance
of the software overall is very good."
Maintenance Manager
Reed College
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ABOUT MANAGERPLUS
ManagerPlus has been an innovative provider of Computerized
Maintenance Management Software (CMMS) for clients in a range of
industries including fleet, manufacturing, facilities, mining,
agriculture, public works, and more. ManagerPlus maintenance
software is an easy-to-use asset management software system that
helps companies in asset intensive industries increase their return on
investments while decreasing costs of operation. ManagerPlus links
your asset management, maintenance management, inventory and
purchasing functions together for quick and easy viewing and
decision-making. ManagerPlus products are scalable, modular in
design, and boasts SaaS and mobile functionality.

41
Customer references from
happy ManagerPlus users
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"I use the Bi Tool every week to prep for my weekly status meetings. After one click all my reports are ready to go and I
am ready to provide answers. Using the Bi Tool has saved us tons of time! Now when the Boss wants a report I can give
him the answers right away. Overall, using the tool is easy; in fact, I don’t think it could be made any easier."
Mike Shangle
Unified Brands

“Managing information pertaining to fleet maintenance is critical to any grounds maintenance
operation. We have utilized ManagerPlus to help us manage the maintenance of our fleet of
trucks and equipment since 1995 with excellent results.”
Michael Loftus
Assistant Director, Facilities, University of Delaware

"ManagerPlus’ Schedules Due module is just an absolute beast as far as what it can keep track of.
We have 6,700 schedules in there and it just purrs it runs really, really well. It’s the life force of
our entire maintenance company here."
Tim Haley
GFS Project Analyst, Gas Field Specialists, Inc.

"ManagerPlus Enterprise keeps us on top of our maintenance and work orders. It helps us keep
our labor and maintenance costs down while maximizing our equipment uptime."
Alissa Hall
Maintenance Administrative/ Purchasing Manager, Deer Valley Resort
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ABOUT MICROMAIN CORPORATION
MicroMain Corporation provides award-winning maintenance
and facility management software and services to
organizations worldwide. Since 1991, MicroMain has been
building strong relationships with customers in all industries
from Manufacturing, Healthcare, Property Management, and
Hospitality to the Public Sector. MicroMain software is used
by more than 3,100 customers to streamline maintenance at
5,000+ facilities. At MicroMain, they pride themselves on
personalized services and the close ties they have with
customers.

47
Customer references from happy
MicroMain Corporation users
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“With MicroMain we’re getting exactly what we want, quicker and much easier compared to our old system. I needed the
ability to show administration and our CFO what we are actually doing, including our productivity. Now with reports
from MicroMain, I can show work accomplished including inspections, which is especially important for health-care…
Jim Colston
Director of Environmental Services, Goodwin House West

“The software is a great way to keep records. It shows you what’s been done, how much
was spent and also tracks labor and parts.”
Budd Springer
Director of Facilities, Cape May County

“It’s allowed us to accurately track and maintain critical assets. Certain key pieces of equipment
are now on dedicated maintenance schedules, which allows us to keep a better handle on an
aging facility while better managing our costs.”
Brian Grant
Los Angeles Memorial Coliseum

“We used to have a different Computerized Maintenance Management System which had to be upgraded
every two years at a cost of nearly $3,000 per plant for our 17 plants. With MicroMain we receive upgrades
free with our Priority Support Subscription. This has saved us over $100,000 so far.”
Derick Leppin
Ring Container Technologies
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ABOUT SERVICE WORKS GROUP

Service Works Group is an international provider of
comprehensive Facilities, Property and Workplace
Management software. With a global network of
offices, Service Works Group delivers CAFM, CMMS
and MMS solutions to over 1,000 customer sites
across the globe to manage a broad spectrum of
workplace and service environments.

75
Customer references from happy
Service Works Group users
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"QFM’s inherent flexibility means that the software can be moulded to fit the complex terms of any PPP contract. No
other system was capable of recording service requests and then fully integrating them with specific performance
parameters. QFM plays a pivotal role in incorporating the management of the abatement risk in daily Help Desk…
Jim Hartnett
General Manager of Plenary Conventions, Melbourne Convention & Exhibition Centre

"QFM was uploaded with Fat Face’s approved contractors and the software used to issue reactive and planned
maintenance work. With visibility of jobs being raised and completed, QFM enables us to reconcile and manage
expenditure and the information feeds directly into our finance system, so that we are confident that the cost of jobs…
Rob Moore
Property Manager, Fat face

“The system creates complete transparency. The priority and progress of work can be easily seen and everything is
documented. Pictures and documents can be uploaded to the system too, which helps demonstrate to the end-user if
there is a problem which can be sent to other operatives to share expertise to solve the problem more quickly.”
Nicole Bélanger
Senior Operations Manager, SNC-Lavalin

"QFM tracks labour and efficiency. It allows us to improve efficiency and utilisation of staff, and
enables us to make informed decisions, which result in measurable cost savings."
Lewis Rennison
Head of Facilities, National Oceanography Centre
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ABOUT EWORKORDERS
eWorkOrders is an easy to use, affordable and powerful, web-based
CMMS (Computerized Maintenance Management System) solution
that helps organizations easily manage & report on daily operations
and plan for future requirements. Manage Work Orders, PMs Assets,
Inventory, Employees, Documentation, Meter Readings, GIS
Tracking, Scheduling & Service Requests. No software to install, no
hardware to purchase, access eWorOrders anytime, anywhere.
Upgrades & technical support are included. Be up and running in a
day! Find out why we are consistently one of the highest-rated!
Request a Live Demo Now! Visit us on our website:
http://www.eworkorders.com
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"eWorkOrders has been a great tool for us to begin to get a handle on our work orders - no special software is required,
which our IT dept loves. Our customer communication has improved greatly. The ease of use has helped us with the
transition from paper work orders to electronic. The reports help us to track our progress in many areas and we are…
Andrea Smith
Asst. Director, Park Operations, Detroit Zoological Society

"The eWorkOrders system has really helped us organize our Laboratory Services request process. The scientists access it
through the site intranet and easily request chemical deliveries, hazardous waste pick-ups, glassware washed, items
autoclaved, etc. Once the scientist's initial order is placed they do not have to re-enter their specific information - only…
Anne Coogan
Celgene

"eWorkOrders is a great cost-effective, easy to use software! With everything in one
centralized location and the ability to access data from anywhere, has improved our
work environment safety and reduced costs!"
Emma Shapiro

"eWorkOrders saves me 18 hours each month doing my customer chargebacks. A couple of
clicks and one simple report generates a detailed listing with all our general ledger codes and
monthly charges for our accounting department."
Betty Sutton
McWhinney Enterprises
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ABOUT 24/7 SOFTWARE
24/7 Software is a leading provider of operations
management software solutions for operations centers
including, commercial and residential properties, corporate,
sports, and public entertainment venues. 24/7 Software
provides real-time communications technology to promote
security, increase efficiency and effectiveness of operations,
and enhance customer experience. 24/7 Software offers
software solutions for communication, reporting, maintenance
management, security, tracking, inspections & credentialing,
and lost & found.
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"The ISS 24/7 system performed flawlessly at last year’s Super Bowl game and provided an invaluable tool to allow us to
address problems as they occurred and before they escalated into something worse. This easy and discreet way for fans
to report conduct issues to stadium personnel is something we are committed to and we’re happy to expand its use to…
Jeffrey Miller
Vice President & Chief Security Officer, National Football League

"24/7 Software has saved so much time for me personally. Gathering monthly totals, finding past events, correcting
inaccurate entries, and more, are now so fast and easy. No more thumbing through pages and pages of logs. I can search
for specific events within specific perimeters and have what I need within seconds."
Carl Adcock
Site Supervisor, Glenwood Regional Medical Center

"At the Air Canada Centre we use CMMS, IMS, Lost and Found and the Text Communication modules. Since
implementing the CMMS module, our facility maintenance management has drastically improved. Before using CMMS, we
were capturing and recording roughly 20% of all corrective building work. Now all work completed in our facility is…
Julia Chiarelli
Maple Leaf Sports & Entertainment

"ISS 24/7 is a great company and program for stadium operations. We currently use the Incident Management System,
Text System, and the Maintenance System. These 3 modules have helped us in litigation issues, increased efficiency in
stadium reports, and provided another avenue to communicate to our guests. They also have a great customer service…
Jaime Pena
Guest Services Manager, BBVA Compass Stadium
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ABOUT IDHAMMAR SYSTEMS
Idhammar Systems develops, delivers and supports market leading
products that help customers achieve the ideal balance of
productivity, efficiency and economy required for lean
manufacturing and maintenance. Their products have been
developed by drawing on a wealth of first-hand industry experience
and an innate understanding of the crucial importance of budgetary
transparency and stringent tracking. Their Maintenance Management
System [MMS] and Overall Equipment Effectiveness [OEE] software
has been implemented in blue-chip companies of varying size and
scale, from food to pharmaceuticals and transport to power and
energy.
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"We were looking for a system that could help us build a business case to replace machinery
when needed. We wanted facts and figures, which could show results of such efforts.
Idhammar’s OEE system has been a good solution to our needs."
Steve Wilson
Forbo Flooring

“We have seen real sustainable improvements in our assets through reducing the six losses of
OEE. One particular asset was running seven days a week and still struggling to meet customer
demands. Now it typically does the same volume in four-and-a-half days.”
Mark Rogers
Site Maintenance Manager, Smith & Nephew

"It’s genuinely surprising, the losses identified would have been unquantifiable without
Idhammar OEE, and with the right training from Lauras, the Improvement team knows exactly
what to do to drive the biggest benefits to the site."
John Donnelly
General Manager, Largo Foods

"With Idhammar’s OEE System, I am able to write reports which will prove vital for
future strategy and production choices."
Karen Hurst
Operational Business Systems Manager, 2 Sisters Food Group
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ABOUT LIMBLE CMMS
Limble CMMS was created to become the first truly
easy-to-use, modern, and mobile CMMS that can be
started in minutes with a return on investment
within a matter of weeks. Maintenance
professionals across a variety of industries have a
very real challenge: outdated, difficult-to-use, and
expensive maintenance software.
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"Overall, great service and features, for the incredible value. Would HIGHLY recommend. I love
the ease of use and the mobile portion of the software. QR codes make it easy for our
technicians to create Work Orders."
Nathan Graeber
Fibernet

"[With Limble,] I can track all of our supplies that come in, how they are getting used, look at the
usage rates, and then also be able to forecast budgets for next year. It has dropped my budget
tremendously; I was actually able to hire another guy because of what we were able to save."
Benjamin Scott
Facilities Supervisor, InterContinental Hotels Group (IHG)

"Limble is amazing. It has revolutionized the way we handle repairs and upkeep of our assets
and facilities. We not only can keep track of work that has been done on each asset, but we are
also able to track cost associated with the asset itself."
Ethan Closson
Little Giant Ladder Systems

"Limble is very easy to get involved in and no contracts, with simple monthly billing. I have auditioned other CMMS
companies and they make it too difficult to try out. Limble's strategy is very simple - here is our software, you can
customize it in most categories and let us know if you have any questions. As a multiple building County Facilities…
Michael Boursier
Maintenance Director, Comal County
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ABOUT MAPCON TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

MAPCON Technologies, Inc., a full-featured Work
Order and Preventive Maintenance Software, has
been developing Computerized Maintenance
Management System (CMMS) Software for facilities
and other industries since 1982. MAPCON
Maintenance Management Software products
include robust Enterprise and On-Demand (SaaS)
versions and a Windows server-based version.
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"MAPCON has revolutionized the way we look at maintenance. We’re recording real-time
information, stocking smarter, using reports to plan better and maximizing plant uptime through
the use of planned preventative maintenance."
Mike Ensley
CMMS Administrator, Didion Milling

"We use MAPCON because it is easy to use. It is ideal for keeping track of our equipment maintenance and records. We
use MAPCON to generate all of our work orders for maintenance at our complex. We then can easily retrieve the data
and use it for billing our various departments. It was easy to implement. I feel its greatest advantage is that it is user…
David Sherk
Engineer/Supervisor, Physical Plant & Grounds, Michigan State University

"I did a lot of searching around for a simple, easy to use maintenance program, and this one is the best one
that I came across. It does everything that I need - it's perfect for our small company, yet [we] can upgrade
and customize [it] to accommodate growth. And best of all -very reasonably priced!"
A. Herrmann
Facilities Manager, The Steel Network

"I have found MAPCON user friendly, easy to work with and most impressive is their staff who are always ready to assist
(thank you Brock, Ethan, and Cory). I love its ability to consolidate a number [of] processes in my organization, making it
easy for references, especially its ability to link particular costs to a work order. Helps a lot in evaluation and disposal of…
Charity Kirigha
Kenfreight East Africa Limited
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ABOUT MEX
MEX Maintenance Software is the leading provider of
Computerised Maintenance Management Software in
Australia, providing solutions to a large group of industry
sectors including manufacturing plants, building facilities,
local governments, fleet managers and maintenance
contractors. MEX specialises in Asset Maintenance Software.
Any asset intensive company that needs to track assets, parts,
labour and manage workload including Preventative
Maintenance (PM) could use any MEX product.
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"Reporting features are excellent. I like having the ability to change names so I can
virtually create the style of report/work order I like and that suits our company."
Allison
Admin Officer, Hollywood Private Hospital

"MEX also enables us to see what our backlog of work is and justify additional resources
needed to carry out our essential work."
Peter Webster
Asset Management Officer, Clarence Valley Council

"MEX’s maintenance tracking functionality will be incredibly valuable in forecasting service &
inspection schedules to make sure we maintain industry compliance at all times."
Lisa Davis
Business Development, Mannion Drilling

"MEX not only creates ease with planning Preventative Maintenance and recording all work
completed, but also allows for custom reports to be made to give specific performance analysis
of the fleet."
Brad Carlson
Plant Engineer, Keller
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ABOUT MVP PLANT
MVP Plant is a computerized maintenance management
system (CMMS software), also known as an enterprise
asset management (EAM) system or a facilities asset
management system (FAMS). Maintenance and facilities
managers use the information in a CMMS / EAM / FAMS
to increase reliability and save time and money.
Customers are extremely satisfied with MVP Plant
because it is more powerful and easier to use than any
other program available today.
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“The guys are pretty excited about having a more user-friendly system and also with going with
the mobile solution to reduce the amount of paperwork that needs to be done.”
Josh Wagner
Maintenance Manager, Kerry Ingredients & Flavours

“Due to its flexibility, we can make MVP Plant do whatever we want it to do and adapt it
to our needs.”
Ted Melencheck
CMRP, Maintenance Reliability Supervisor, Cargill

“The MVP Plant program has tremendously helped us organize and maintain our facility in a more efficient way. Thanks
to MVP Plant, we are able to manage multiple units such as accounting, asset management, inventory, staff management,
purchasing and work orders all at once. Moreover, the tech support staff is approachable and professional when…
Henry Lopez
Project Director, SouthWest Water Company

“We chose MVP Plant because it incorporates all of Maintenance’s needs into one package. Preventive maintenance (PM)
programs, employee history, operation costs, downtime/efficiency reports, parts inventories and much more can all be
tracked with a single software program at a single facility or at the corporate/enterprise level.”
Nathan Cottrell
Engineer, Alpha Baking Company
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ABOUT MAINTENANCE CARE
Maintenance Care isn’t just a company, and their
Computerized Maintenance Management Software
(CMMS) isn’t just a product; it’s a part of your daily life.
Their web-hosted facility maintenance software
improves your maintenance ROI through work order
management, preventative maintenance scheduling,
asset tracking, capital planning, and more – all with an
easy-to-use, mobile-friendly interface.
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"Great for scheduling; the maintenance team loves using it. The tracking of assets has
been huge for us."
Darrell Bennett
Facilties Director, Haven Hill Care Centre

"Maintenance Care improves our ability to manage and report on maintenance activities and
puts timely information at [the] staff's fingertips, allowing them to respond better to
maintenance requests by residents and families.”
Rhonda Obiero
Director of Support Services, Kensington Health Centre

"Maintenance Care has been a great product for our business. It has simplified our preventative maintenance program
and gives staff quick access to reporting maintenance concerns. We also use their asset tool and this has allowed us to
track all our assets in one easy to use system. We would recommend Maintenance Care to anyone."
Scott Walsh
Administrator, Wildwood Care Centre

"This program allows all users to quickly alert me when something needs attention. I receive an email and able to record
the action & give notes about why and if additional service is needed. I really don't have any cons about this program. The
free version works well for my needs and all users are able to access this program."
Adam Meesey
Technology Coordinator, Holy Infant School
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ABOUT Q WARE
Q Ware cloud-based facility management software makes maintenance simple for small
to medium-sized organizations that currently use paper-only or inefficient legacy
systems to manage their maintenance needs. Capture and streamline your maintenance
operations, workflow, and knowledge base with software that is actually easy to use.
They are "Maintenance Software Made Simple." What makes Q Ware great is its ease of
use, outstanding setup and support, and its no cost customization that can adapt to the
needs of different maintenance departments. There are various other computerized
maintenance management systems available that many facility managers, I.T. managers,
and business managers find too complicated or too costly for their organizations. Q
Ware was developed specifically for organizations that need to upgrade from paper,
excel, or in-house systems and need easy adoption and integration into their operations.
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"Q Ware is much easier to use than our previous CMMS. Any staff member who has an
email can login to Q Ware and request a work order."
Jeff Ross
Director of Facilities, Episcopal SeniorLife Communities

“We need to have everything in one place. The Events Scheduling Module will help us do that.
We’ll move from spending so much time ‘putting out fires’ to actually getting more done.”
Catherine Ahern
Director of Facilities and Grounds, Finger Lakes Community College

“I have worked with another work order processing tool; Q Ware is far superior. That comes from Q Ware’s
commitment to its customers; they are willing to listen to their customers for product enhancements. I have
been totally pleased with Q Ware as a partner in our service to our students and community.”
Bruce Amey
Superintendent, Avon Central School District

"By automating user creation and rights the Q Ware LDAP sync is going to save our IT Department a significant amount
of time. We no longer have to duplicate our efforts between Active Directory and Q Ware. Having one less password to
remember is great for our users' frustration levels as well as a time saver for the IT Department."
Brian Richards
Manager of Network and Information Systems, Medina Central Schools
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ABOUT SSG INSIGHT
SSG Insight is a leading global software and services
company, SSG Insight provides technology and expertise to
empower ‘smart action’ in organizations – enabling better
business decision-making. From raising purchase and work
orders to managing and tracking your team, they provide the
tools to empower smart action across a range of industries.
Their vision is to be recognized as a global leader in smart
workplace management solutions, to deliver maximum value
to their clients and enable strategic insight.
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"Since rolling out Agility across Bakkavor, we have seen a definite improvement in system utilisation, recorded jobs
(both reactive and proactive), and been able to successfully interrogate repetitive maintenance. Based on this, we are
now seeing an increase in product throughput within the manufacturing environment."
Gary Smyth
Business Analyst, Bakkavor

“Agility holds valuable information about the building’s maintenance history but, in addition, it
gives an important insight into the performance and value of the on-site maintenance team.”
Jon Park
Property Services Manager, Meadowhall

"We recently moved our control room log onto the Agility system, which means fewer
computers are needed as everything is accessed from one central point. This has led to faster
working practices and a more streamlined approach throughout."
Clive Pennington
Head of Engineering, Stagecoach

"Agility has become an invaluable part of our maintenance operation. It has proved
itself on many occasions when using work history to iron out repetitive problems, as
well as producing useful KPI reporting."
Stora Enso
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